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a b s t r a c t

This paper describes the application of cellular automata (CA) to various image processing tasks such as
denoising and feature detection. Whereas our previous work mainly dealt with binary images, the current
work operates on intensity images. The increased number of cell states (i.e. pixel intensities) leads to a
vast increase in the number of possible rules. Therefore, a reduced intensity representation is used, lead-
ing to a three state CA that is more practical. In addition, a modified sequential floating forward search
mechanism is developed in order to speed up the selection of good rule sets in the CA training stage.
Results are compared with our previous method based on threshold decomposition, and are found to
be generally superior. The results demonstrate that the CA is capable of being trained to perform many
different tasks, and that the quality of these results is in many cases comparable or better than estab-
lished specialised algorithms.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In their simplest form, cellular automata (CA) are made up from
a regular grid of cells, each of which can be in one of a finite set of
states. At a given time step the state of each cell is updated in par-
allel, and is determined as a function of the values in the cell’s
neighbourhood during the previous time step, i.e. by a set of cell
state transition rules. CA are discrete dynamical systems, and their
simplicity coupled with their complex behaviour has made them
popular for simulating complex systems. Cellular automata have
a number of advantages over traditional methods of computations:

� Although each cell generally only contains a few simple rules,
the combination of a matrix of cells with their local interaction
leads to more sophisticated emergent global behaviour. That is,
although each cell has an extremely limited view of the system
(just its immediate neighbours), localised information is propa-
gated at each time step, enabling more global characteristics of
the overall CA system. This can be seen in examples such as Con-
way’s Game of Life.

� This simplicity of implementation and complexity of behaviour
means that CA can be better suited for modelling complex sys-
tems than traditional approaches. For example, for modelling
shell patterns, CA were found to avoid the considerable numer-
ical problems inherent with partial differential equation based
models, and were also substantially faster to compute [1].

� CA are both inherently parallel and computationally simple. This
means that they can implemented very efficiently in hardware
using just AND/OR gates and are ideally suited to VLSI realisa-
tion [2]. A recent example of their application in computer
vision was as part of a processing pipeline to compute stereo
disparity maps at 275 frames per second [3]. The first step was
to compute disparity using block matching based on the sum
of absolute differences. Small block sizes were used to ensure
high accuracy, but at the cost of producing many spurious
responses. Therefore, the second step was to filter the disparity
maps using a few simple CA rules, which provided better results
than various other filtering schemes. The high frame rate was
achieved by implementing both block matching and CA filtering
on a single FPGA device (see [3] for details).

� CA are extensible; rules can easily be added, removed or
modified.

CA is an area of active research – recent years have seen the
introduction of several dedicated conferences and a specialist jour-
nal – but conversely, there has possibly been less work in applying
(CA) to computer vision tasks compared to 25 years ago. One of the
practical difficulties of using CA is the determination of the rule set.
The traditional approach of specifying rules manually is obviously
a slow and tedious process, and therefore can make the use of CA
appear unattractive.

The 1990s saw several researchers applying evolutionary algo-
rithms (typically genetic algorithms) to automatically generate
rule sets, although most typically this was applied to synthetic
problems (e.g. the Majority Problem) [4] or undemanding tasks
such as boundary detection in binary images [5]. Also, in some
cases the techniques were not applicable to image processing;
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for instance, Adamatzky [6] only considered the situation in which
the desired rule set must exactly produce the target output (and
continually increased the neighbourhood size until this was
achieved). In contrast, for realistic image processing tasks, the goal
should be to minimise some error term without any realistic
expectations of ever driving it down to zero.

The more recent years have seen only limited progress. There
are still papers attempting to solve the trivial task of binary image
boundary detection using genetic algorithms and CA [7,8]. Another
example at the same level attempts (with limited success) to gen-
erate simple shapes such as a square, circle, etc., again using genet-
ic algorithms [9]. Craiu and Lee [10] use a minimum description
length criterion to automatically learn both neighbourhood size
and rules for stochastic CA to perform the task of synthesising bin-
ary patterns. However, the system exhaustively considers first all
neighbourhood sizes and then all rule parameters, and so they
could only demonstrate results on very small CA examples. Billings
has developed several schemes for ‘‘CA identification”, i.e. learning
rules and neighbourhoods. However, his published results are lim-
ited to the task of identifying only a single rule that generated a
synthetic binary pattern [11,12].

Applying GAs remains a dominant theme in research into learn-
ing CA rules [13,14]. An exception is Straatman et al. [15] who
developed a form of hill climbing and backtracking to identify
rules. However, again the published results were limited to small
synthetic examples. Maeda and Sakama [16] used genetic pro-
gramming to tackle a different but related problem given a se-
quence of configurations (i.e. the CA’s grid of cell states at several
time steps) they identified the rules that produce the sequence.

Our previous work on training binary CA for image processing
tasks also took a different approach [17]. Rather than use an evolu-
tionary approach such as genetic algorithms, a deterministic meth-
od was employed, namely sequential floating forward search
(SFFS). The advantages of SFFS are (1) it is simple to implement,
(2) not randomised, and therefore repeatable (both for the devel-
oper and other researchers attempting to duplicate published re-
sults), and (3) it does not require the many parameters necessary
for genetic algorithms. While this work concentrated on processing
binary images it was also adapted to grey level images by applying
the rules learnt on binary images to the set of binary images pro-
duced from grey level images by threshold decomposition. The fo-
cus of this paper is to develop an alternative and more direct
approach to training and applying CA to grey level images. Testing
and comparison of results will be made against the threshold
decomposition approach as well as more traditional methods.
The effectiveness and generality of the CA method will be demon-
strated by applying it to a variety of low and mid level image pro-
cessing tasks, namely: noise filtering, edge detection, connected set
morphology, ridge and valley detection, and computation of the
grey level convex hull.

2. Relating the number of cell states to the number of rules

For a 3 � 3 neighbourhood with cells taking 256 possible inten-
sities there are 2568 possible neighbourhood patterns (not consid-
ering the central cell’s value). However, this number can be
reduced by considering symmetries. To determine the number of
distinct patterns after removing equivalent symmetric versions
we use the Pólya–Burnside counting lemma [18]. If G is a set of per-
mutations of a set A, then the number of equivalence classes is

N ¼ 1
jGj
X
g2G

jFixðgÞj ð1Þ

where FixðgÞ is the number of elements of A that are invariant under
g. Fig. 1 shows the patterns which are invariant under examples of

the desired transformations: ±90� rotation, 180� rotation, and mir-
ror symmetry through a vertical line of reflection respectively. Thus,
the number of distinct patterns N in terms of the number of possible
intensities n is

N ¼ n8 þ 2n2 þ n4 þ 4n5

8
ð2Þ

where the terms in the numerator correspond to: the identity trans-
formation (i.e. 0� rotation), two rotations (±90�), a single rotation
(180�), and four rotations corresponding to mirror symmetry
through horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines of reflection. Setting
n ¼ 2 for the binary image CA that our previous work focused on
[17] we have N ¼ 51 rules as previously reported. The problem with
adapting this to a larger range of intensities is that it can be seen
that even after eliminating symmetries the number of patterns still
scales as Oðn8Þ as before. And so, if n ¼ 256 intensities are to be rep-
resented then the number of patterns is greater than 2� 1018,
which is obviously too large to feasibly enumerate practicably. Even
if only a portion of the space of all combinations of rules is searched
for a suboptimal subset of rules the large search space leads to
problems. The available training data will be necessarily sparse,
making it difficult to find good solutions that will generalise to un-
seen test data. Moreover, in order to achieve a reasonable solution
any optimisation method will probably require large memory and
computation time overheads. Finally, a large number of states will
generally require a large number of transition rules to be specified
to achieve the desired effect, and so even after the rule selection
process there could be problems with high storage requirements
for the rules. Therefore, in this paper we will use a smaller number
of cell states in order to maintain a more tractably sized search
space.

3. Threshold decomposition

The high complexity arising from directly using pixel intensity
values as cell states led our previous work to transform the image
into multiple binary representations using thresholding decompo-
sition [17]. This involves decomposing the grey level image into
the set of binary images obtained by thresholding at all possible
grey levels. A binary CA is applied to each binary image, and the re-
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Fig. 1. Patterns of a 3 � 3 neighbourhood that remain invariant under ± 90�
rotation, 180� rotation, and mirror symmetry through a vertical line of reflection
respectively.
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Fig. 2. The CA is represented using both pixel intensities for cell states as well as
ternary neighbourhood patterns. Transition rules involve changing a cell’s intensity
sufficiently such that the ternary neighbourhood pattern changes.
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